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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTICN

The Cattle

Industry.!!:_~

The beef cattle indus try in Utah is of major importance in the
economy of the state.

In terms of cash receipts it is the largest

single agricultural enterprise.

In 1957 cash receipts from the sale

of cattle and calves amounted to $38,405,000.

This figure represents

approximately 70 percent of cash receipts from the sale of all meat
animals.

It comprises 33 percent of cash receipts from the sale of

livestock and livestock products and 24 percent of total cash receipts
from farm marketings (2).
The production of beef ani:mals will ccntinue to assume a position
of

importance in Utah's agriculture, inasmuch as the land resources as

well as other faotors favor this type of production.

Of 52.7 million

acres of lSld in the state, approximately 46 million acres, or 88 per•
cent, is classed as rangeland.

Due to the existence of a certain

amount of unuseable land, it has been estimated that the net effective
rangeland area does not exceed 41 million acres or 78 percent of the
land area of the state.
Although the existing forage resources and climatic conditions
over nruch of the state are better adapted to sheep production than
for beef, 56 percent of the annual forage requirement of beef cattle
is obtained from range lands.

During the summer time 90 percent of

the feed requirements of beef cattle are provided by range forage (10).
Cattle finishing is an important enterprise in Utah and makes a
great oan tribution to the cattle indus try.

Many factors favor cattle
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feeding operations as supplementary enterprises to the diversified type
of farming carried on in the irrigate d valleys.

The production of grain

crops and roughages is conducive to extensive feeding of cattle because
a home market is provided for such feed.

Certain by-products such as

beet tops. beet pulp. cull potatoes. and cann i n g crop wastes can be
utilized to good advantage in feeding cattle to improve their slaughter
oondi tion.

Cattle feeding ala o Jnakes possible the productive use of

labor and equipment which might otherwise be tmemployed during winter
mooths and provides for the maintenance and improvement of soil fertility.
Dairying is also of major importance in the state.

Dairy animals

are eventually utilized as meat and hence. contribute to the size of
the beef industry.
Favorable market condi tiona exist for the cattle industry in Utah.
Trading and marketing of cattle is facilitated by terminal markets
located at Ogden and Salt Lake City and by twelve auoticn markets
throughout the state.

A demmd exists for feeder ani•ls within the

state as well as in other areas to the east and to the west.

Large

numbers of slaughter animals are moved into packing plants within
Utah.

The rapid gra.th of population on the West Coast has greatly

increased the demand tor meat in that regicn. and since wi'th modern
transportation facilities Calitornia mrkets are readily accessible
to Utah. sizeable quantities of beet are moved in that direction both
as live animals and as dressed meat.
'lhere is reas<XI.able assurance that 1ile demand in the United
States will continue to increase tor western feeder and slauehter
cattle.

Population is expected to expand; income per per son will

undoubtedly o<ntinue to increase; and the cmsumers' meat preference

3
is expected to continue to favor beef.

Therefore, the future suggests

more mouths to feed and all mouths wanting more beef (11).

Transportation
Livestock and meat must be transported to the place where it is
needed for conswnption.

It has been said that fue averag e pound of

meat moves about 1,000 miles from where it is produced to where it
is consumed.

Transportation involves cost.

Previous studies on a

national basis indicate that the cost of trans portation represents
more than one half of the total marketing bill to the livestock
industry ( 6).

An estimate from one such study made in 1939 attrib -

utes 60 percent of the total marketing cost to transportation (3).
Consequently, transportation is an area where significant savings
might be made in the cost of marketing cattle.
Shift

~

!!!!

to truck shipments

For many years there has been a gr a dual shift from rail to motor
truck as a method of trans p orting livestock, Fi gure 1.

This shift

has been aided by the development of hard-surface roads and fue improvement in truck engines and body desi gns.

There are, in addition,

certain advantages in favor of motor truck til. ipments which may be
listed as:

(a) grea ter convenience of marke t ing , (b) gr a dually lower

transportation charges, especial ly on short hauls, and (o) greater
freedom in the choice of t ime and place of marketing (1).
The factor• influencing the diversion from rail to truck have
been clasaified by another researcher as r ate factors and service
factors.

The

for~~~tr

category includes transportation rates, transit

insurance, shrinkage, and feedin g .

'nle latter group cmtains all

advantages not directly measurable in

te~

of expense, such as
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The rapid rise in motor truck transportation since the
late 1920's has resulted in a steaqy decline in rail
transportation for livestock
(Courtesy, Automobile Manufacturers Association. ) (6)
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omvenienoe. flexibility • and speed.

The oonoluaions were that trans-

portation and trans it insurance ra tea are generally higher in tile case
of trucks; losses from shrinkage tend to be lower for trucks; and the
necessity for f eeding while enrou te is less likely with the use of
truoks.

Each of the service factors tends to favor the use of trucks.

and these factors have probably been the most important and appealing
reasons for the diversion from rail to truck transportation (5).
Transportation in Utah
Motor transportation plays an important j:art in the marketing of
Utah's cattle.

.Motor trucks are utilized to some extent in moving

stocker cattle to and from sunmer range areas. and also in moving
feeder cattle from ranches to feedlots.

Since Utah is a surplus

cattle producing state. marketing often requires relatively long
hauls to deficit producing areas.
Although rail transportation is sometimes used for shipments of
greatest distance. certain areas of the state do not have this altarnative since there are no rail facilities available.

In certain other

areas of the state ltl i ch are located coosiderable distances from main
lines • rail transportat ion has a distinct disadvantage because of the
necessity of shipping greater distances in order to reach a f: iven
destination .

This involves longer periods of time in transit, thereby

increasing: the amwnt of shrinkage and adding indirectly to mrketing
costs.

Therefore, truck transportation of livestock in Utah is expected

to grow in popularity.
Cattle moveme11 t pattern in Utah
Infonnation fertaining to the moveimnt of cattle and methods of
transportation used in 1956 was obtained from a su mmary of brand inspections made durin g that year in Utah.

Inspecticcs were made of

6

brands of all animals being trans ported across boundary lines of brand
inspection diatriotll (there are eleven districts in Utah, Figure 2) or
bey ond the brundaries of the state (9) .
The summary shows that a tota l of 314,126 animals were inspected
during 1956.

Approximately 72 percent \£ tl"e se animals were transported

by truck snd 28 percent by rail.

The great tmjori W of these animals

were moved seasonally during March, April and !lay and during
October, November and Dece'Clber, Table 1.

September~

Greatest cattle movements

were in October,. followed very closely by November.

This seas anal

pattern probably represents a small amount of movemEllt to and from
swmner range are na, but for the mast pir t it gives a picture of "the
peak Jl&rketing seasons.

Many fat animals as well as some stocker

cattle are sold in the spring.
the sale d

The large fall movement represents

cattle in a 11 use clAssifications - stockers, feeders,

and slaughter animals.

Table 1.

Seasonal movements of cattle in Utah,
1956
Percent of total nwnber moved during year

Month

January
February

March
April
1dq
J\Dle
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

5.3
5.4
7.8
9.4
9.9

5.7
4.1
5.1
10.6
15.2
13.5
8.0
100.0
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Map of Utah showing brand inspection districts
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Of the total number of anima ls transported across boundary lines,

132,519 head or 42.2 percent were moved intra-state.

There were

181,607 animals transported to areas outside of the state, Table 2.
California iB a very important market for Utah cattle since that state
was the destination for t-o-thirds of all animals leaving Utah.

Those

animals representing 6.3 percent listed as "ot}'w,r" were shipped to
many different and more distant areas than are sho111 in the table.

Table 2.

Out of state movement <::£ Utah cattle,
1956

State of
destination

Percentage of total
out-of-state movement

California
Colorado
Idaho
Arizona
Wyaning
Nevada
Montana
Other

66.9

Total

100.0

7.1
8.0
1.4
4.0
4.8

1.5
6.3

Review of Literature
Nuaerous bulletins and articles have been published in the general
area of livestock uarm tin g since 1930.

Some have been ooncerned

specifically with costs and rates in truck tranaportati. on.

None of

the studies reviewed were made under Utah owdi tions or contained
the same objectives as this study.

:Uost previous work in thi a country

was conducted in the north central region.

Much of it was done during

World War II and was specifically concerned with tile c<n servation of
fuel and equipment.

9

G. N. Motts indica ted in 1933 that because of the many factors
influencing the cost of truck operation, no exa ct fi gure oould be given
for

~~e

total costs per mile.

According to estimates of about 10 per-

cent of the truckers interviewed, total costs per mile range from 15
to 20 cents.

Wages at 30 cents per hour were included in the estimates.

Motts reported a wide variation in livestock trucking rates in
Michi gan and stated that one of 1ile mast important reasons fer ibis was
the f'act that many truckers did not estimate their coe ts accurately.
In many cases cmly oash coats were c onaidered ( 9).
Henning and Poling reported in 1941 that rates were commonly
charged on a hundredwei ght, per head, or per lot basis in Ohio.

The

study indicated a lack of unif'ormi ty in the rate sy stem among apeoiea
and amcng communi ties.

Density of livestock in an are a seemed to be

more important in determining trucking rates than did the distance
from market.

Competi tian among truckers also had a decided influence

on the rate structure within areas and between areas ( 7).
Factors affecting the efficiency of truckin g livestock were studied
on a regional ba sis and pub lished by tlle Mi ssouri Agricultural Experiment
Station in 1944.

A descri ptim was g iven of the si. ze, age, and ty pe of

trucks used in transporting animals, and o. discussion was presented with
reference 1:o the customary practices in assembling and transporting
livestock.
ciently .

It wa s frund that many motor trucks were operated ineffiRecommendations for increasing 1i vestock truck ing efficiency

included more effecti ve cooperation among farmers and truckers in
planning mrk!lt in g and transportati m, more local assembly of livestock
in order to provide full truck loads and avoid

cross-h aulin~

return loads

when possib le, usi n g app r opria te s i zed trucks, an d divs-ting a h i gher
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proportion of t he long-distance movement of livestock from truck to
rail during rushed seasons (8).
The cost of transporting livestock to market was briefly considered
by Bjorka in a study of marketing margins and costs for livestock and
meat.

He discussed the nature of transportation services provided,

transportation charges made under various circumstances, and 'the extent
of shrinkage. bruising . crippline; , and death losses.

It wa s pointed

out that in 1939, the average transportation expense for all livestock
markB ted was estimate d at 35 cents per 100 pounds live wei ght.

Prac-

tically a 11 livestock were trans p orted from the f.' arm by motor truck
including those animals which were later transferred to rail at a
local s h ipping point.
Bjorka concluded that trucking rates were a little higher than
rail rates. but tbit services rendered in each case are not exactly
comparable.

Railroads provide stock pens and loading facilities, and

at many yards they tr ovid e scales for weighing animals.

Truckers

usually pick up the liv estock at the farm, provide loa ding chutes,
and help load the animals into the motor truck (4).
A Master's thesis was written by Wright at Utah State University
in 1957 on the cost af marketing Utah lambs at alternative markets.
Consideration was given to transportation as a part of marketing costs.
It wa s found that railroads and trucks were about equal in their
portance as !!llthods of

trans p ort:in~

Utah lambs.

i~

Railroads were used

most often on long hauls. and trucks were most g ene rally used on
shipments fr om the feedlot and range .

Truck frei ght rates were

slight ly higher than rail rates. but when shrinkage losses and intransit expenses were considered, rail movemEmt became the moe t costly
mode of lamb trans portation.

The average cost per hundredweight-mile
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to ship Utah lambs by truck in 1956 ranged from 1.19 cents for shipments
under 25 miles to .14 cents for shipmmts over 1,000 miles (12).
Many other studies hav e been made in the

~ eneral

area of livestock

transportati oo, none c£ which have direct applicatioo to the subject
:tmtter of this stuqy.

However, all studies including those above give

evidence of a general shift from rail to motor truck as the

used

~fuod

in transportine livestock.

Objectives

~

The objectives of this study are &

Study

(a) to discover pre sent cattle

transportation patterns and truck coats in Utah; (b) to analyze truck
costs as related to size of truck, distance hauled, road conditions,
size and class of animals, and capacity-load situations; and (o) to
determine least coat transportation alternatives pertainin e; to the
UBe of motor trucks for common ranchine; situations.

Each objective

will be developed in chapters to follow.

Source of Data and Method of Procedure
Data on truck coats and rates were obtained by personal interviews
with 76 farmers, cattle buyers, and commercial truckers included in a
purposive sample.

There are represented in the sample 118 trucks lo-

cated in eleven di..f'f'erent counties in Utah.

A few records were obtained

of actual operating coe ts, but in moat cases the data represent truckers'
eatima tea of coats.

Record data were tBed as checks against the estimates.

Many of' the eatima tea were based on records which had been kept.

In all

oases thee stimates represent meay years of' trucking experience.

Itven

where recorda were available for specific years, average annual estimates
were made for certain i tema of variable c oet.
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In addi ti.on to the data included in the survey. information was
obtained from o ounty assessors • the Utah State Road COJl'IDission. the
Internal Revenue Service. and the Office of the Cache County Motor
Vehicle Division.

Some data were also obtained from secondary sources.

These data are summarized. analyzed. and presented in chapters
to follow.

First. a discussion will be presented of Utah's cat tle

trucking costs in a static situation.
affect costs wi 11 be considered.

Later oertain factors llhi oh

13

CHAPTER II
COSTS AND RATES IN OPERATING CATTLE TRUCKS IN UTAH
Cost Concepts
Certain individual items of cost pertaining to the ownership and
operation of motor trucks remain constant regardless of the extent to
which the trucks are used.

These are referred to as fixed costs.

In-

eluded in this category of coats are depreciation. interest on invested
capital. insurance. taxes and license requirements.

Other costs will

increase in proporticn to the extent and ccndi tians of uae of the
equipment.

Fuel. lubrication, tires, repairs and general maintenance

coats are classified as variable costs.

The combined total of fixed

and variable costs is referred to as total cost.

This must not be

confused with tota 1 fixed cost or total variable cost.

These terms

are used merely to refer to the total of these separate categories
of coe t.
Total coat concepts have definite relationships one with another.
In Figure 3 total fixed cost remains coostant regardless of distance
and is represented by the rectangular area ABDE.

Total variable cost

as represented by the triangle BCD begins at zero and increases in a
linear manner as the number of miles of transport is increased.

This

relationship anumes identical operating c ondi tiona 1hroughout tile
life of the truck.

Such oondi tiona do not exist in actual practice,

but since no data is available to show the degree of variatioo from
a straight line, 1his linear relationship is used for purposes of
this study.

Total cost is represented

b ~r

the combined total of fixed

and variable costs and is shown in the diagram by the total area ABCE.
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c

Total cost

Total variable cost

Total fixed coat

A

~----------------------------------------------------- E
Distance

Fi gure 3.

Hypothetical total cost c oncepts
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Each of the above mentioned categories of cost may be divided by
the number of miles of transport to obtain averae;e fixed coat per mile ..
average variable cost per mile .. and average total ooet per mile.
The average fixed coat curve begins at a high level and drops
sharply \Dlder conditions of low mileage .. Fig ure 4.

It tends to level

off as the number of miles of transport is increased.

Since it is here

assumed that total variable oost per mile has an exact linear relationship to the number cL miles r:£ transport .. average variable cost per
mile is a constant sum re gardless of the distance traveled.

The average

total cost curve has the same shape as the average fixed cost curve
and is located above it by the exact amountllhich average variable cost
ccntributes to ave rage total cost.
In Figure 4 at a distance of OX average fixed cost per mile is
represented by

~.

Average variable c0111t per mile is shown by AB .. and

average total cost per mile is shown by OB.

Nature md Content of Data
In reality difficulty arises at times in defining some of the coat
components.

This is esptoially true for some fixed cost items.

Each

of the cost components will be considered individually in this section.
Data obtained f'rom the truck survey will be presented to indicate 1968
costs and their relationships.
In order to make comparisons of cost components for different
sizes of trucks .. the trucks included in the survey were divided into
six groups or size classifications.

Beginning with the smalle st trucks

they were classifie d as pickups \Dlder 1 ton, 1-ton trucks, 1 ~-ton trucks.
2-2 ~ ton trucks, gas-operated semi trucks. and diesel semi trucks.

Table 3.

16
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0
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Average fixed cost

B

A

0

X

Distance
Figure 4.

Hypothetical average cost per unit oonoepta
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Table 3.

Number of schedules included in each truck size classification
olaaaifioatian
'l'ruok aile
Under
1-ton

Schedules

12

7

la-ton

2-2ft- ton

as
operated
semi

9

51

19

Diesel
aemi Total
20

118

Trucu included in the first four groups are all c laseified as
bobtail truclca.
cab and 'the bod.

This type of truck iB a single unit containing the
Trucks in the last two groups contain truck-tractor

semi-trailer canbinationa.

Abo cmtained in the diesel semi class

are two truck full-trailer combinations llhich have two separate beds.
Both of these trucks contain dieael engines, and their load capacities
and operating coats were very similar to the semi trucks in this group.
'nlroughout this study "small trucks• Will refer to the bobtail
trucks in the first four size classifications.

"Large trucka" will

have reference to the trucks in the two largest size groups.
For purposes of this study truck costs were divided into fixed
coats, variable costs, and drivers' wages.

Inasmuch as the driver

is an essential part of the operati en of any truck, drivers' wages

could be included in variable costs.

An allowance for such wages

was handled eeparately for purposes of illustration in later chapters.
Fixed costa
As mtllticned previously .. the fixed coat category contains annual
cost estiliBtes for depreciation, interest an invested capital., insurance, taxes and licenses.
with each of these i tema.

A brief description follows for data used
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Deprecia t ion.

Depreciation was calculated on a 10-year basis

for all trucks included in the survey.
method was used.

The straight line depreciation

In those instances where trucks were purchased new.

the ori ginal price of each truck was divided by 10 to obtain the annual
depreciation cost.

Where a truck was purchased on a second-hand basis

and only the used price was known. 1he number of years which the truck
had been used was subtracted from 10.

The used price was then divided

by the number of years remaining in the life of the truck.

Some of

the truck owners expected to trade their trucks on new ones within
four or five years. and a few of them expected to operate their trucks
for a longer period than 10 years.

The majority of the men inter-

viewed . however. indicated about 10 years to be the expected life of
their trucks.
Annual depreciation cost accounted for approximately 50 percent
of total fixed cost when it was calculated in this manner. Table 4.
It would appear that depreciation represented a higher proportional
amount of total fixe 1 cost for
ones.

s~all

trucks than it did for large

The most important reason for this was probably shown in the

fact that the

cos~

of taxes and licenses became increasingly more

significant for large trucks as compared to small ones.
Interest.

Interest on invested capita l was calculated at the

rate of five percent annually.

The actual amount of money paid for

the truck was used for this calculation regardless of

~ether

the

truck was new or used at the time of purchase.
Considerable variation may be noted in the amount represented
by this i tern as a component of total fixed cost.

The main reason

for the interest figure havin g been la-er for 1-ton trucks than for
those smaller ($77 as compared to $105) was that all of the
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1-ton trucks with the exception of one were purchased second-hand.
Practical ly all smaller trucks included in the sample were new at the
time of purchase.

Hence, the amount of money invested in the trucks

of less than 1-t on size was greater even though the trucks were smaller.

Table 4.

Itemized annual fixed costs for trucks in Utah, 1958, showing
actual cost and percentage of total fixed coat
Truck Size

Cost Item

Under
1-ton

Original investment ($) 2094
Depreciation ($)
Percent of total

l~ton

1541

2967

3717

10,250

Diesel
sellli.
25,945

217
53.3

297
52.4

375
50.3

1,079
-!5.7

2,770
48 .9

26.5

77
18.9

148
26.1

182
24.4

514
21.8

1,298
22.9

Insurance (t)
Percent of total

51
12.8

74
18.2

52
9 .1

87
11.7

374
15.8

895
15.8

Taxea (t)
Percent ot total

15

:s .a

14
3.4

19
3.3

27
3.6

185
7.8

319
5.7

Lioenaea (t)
Percent of total

14
3.5

25
6.2

51
9.1

75
10.0

211
8.9

378
6.7

Interest on capital
Percent of total

Total fixed coat (t)
Percent

Insurance.
owner•.

212
53.4

1-ton

Gasoperated
2-2 ~-tcn
semi

(t) 105

397
100.

407
100.

567
100.

746
100.

2,363
100.

5,660
100.

In most cases insurance costs were known by truck

Where they were not known, estimates were 11Ulde on the basis

of others' costa with the aa:ne kind of insurance and the same size of
truck.
Considerable variation was fol.Uld to exist in the oost of insurance.
Undoubtedly there was some variation in premium rates of different
companies, but the factor which was most responsibl e for such variation
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was the kind and amount of insurance which was carried.

Many truok

owners, and particularly thee e with general farm trucks, had publio
liability insurance only.
in addition.

Others had boiliy injury and property damage

Uost of those who engaged primarily in commercial hauling

had a certain amount of cargo insurance also.
Among the smaller trucks there appears to have been no consistent
relationship between the size of truck and the amount spent for insurance.

Large trucks had more complete and consistent insurance

coverage.

By ooinoidenoe the proportional amount spent for insurance

for the two largest size classifications of trucks was identical,
being 15.8 percent of total fixed cost.

Among the six truck groups

insurance expenditures ranged from 9 to 16 percent of total fixed
cost.
Taxes.
were~

A few operators knew precisely what their tax costs

and a few actual tax records were obtained from the Cache Coun-ey

Assessor's Office.

It was necessary,

however~

to calculate the majority

of such costs according to methods explained by county assessors,
employees of the Utah State Tax Commission, and a representative of
the Internal Revenue Service.
Taxes Which were included in the fixed cost category are of two
kinds-- personal property tax and federal use tax.

The first applies

to all trucks; the second affects only those trucks having a "taxable
gross weight" of more than 26,000 pounds.

The data appearinb in Table 3

represent the totals of property tax and federal use tax for the trucks
in the two largest size classifications.
Personal property tax was calculated, as herein explained, for
each truck on which tax information wae not available.
valuation was placed on each truck on the basis of make,

An assessed
year~

model,
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and size.

A current copy of the Utah Taxpayer. c ontaining individual

county levies. was obtained from the Office of the State Tax Commissioner
in Salt Lake City. and the appropriate mill levy was then applied to
each truck according to the place of residence of its owner.
Federal use tax applied only to trucks in "the two largest size
classes.

It varied from $40 to $90 per truck annually depending upon

the size and type of truck.

'/1hen a truck was operated for ooly a

portion of the year the tax was reduo ed accordingly.

A few truck

owner s knew the exact amount of the tax as it applied t o their trucks,
but a 11 records were checked a gainst a tax computation schedule.

The

federal use tax requirement was added to the personal property tax on
t hose trucks which were affected by it.
There existed some out-of-state tax costs for those trucks which
were operated in other states.

These costs took the form of fuel tax.

wheel tax, and property tax with great variatic:n among states as to
the amount.

Out-of-state taxes were of a variable nature for any one

truck depending on the extent the truck was operated in other state a.
An allowance will be llllde for such cost in the illustrations of

Chapter IV.

In the present discussion only Utah taxes were considered.

Tax cost was a r elatiTely small i tern, representing from three to
eight percent of the total fixed cost.

The actual tax was less for

1-ton trucks than for the smaller ones, again emphasizing the fact
that 'they were older and had leas value even though they were larger.
Licenses.

The license cost for trucks included in the survey was

generally well known although there were some owners llho were not certain.

An application was obtained for motor vehicle re gistrati on

whereon was listed a schedule of fees according to g ros s we ight
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capacity.

Since the grosa weight capacity of all trucks was known_ the

Utah license cost for each of them was checked against this schedule.
Nearly all large truclcs and a few smaller ones were operated in
other states also.
costs.

Where this occurred there were additional license

If such operation was infrequent and was insignificant in

proportion to the total operation_ temporary permits were usually
obtained.

If, however_ out-of-state use was a

re~lar

part of the

normal operation, appropriate state licenses were purchased.

Hypo-

thetical situations will be used in Chapter IV wherein allowance will
be made for out-of-state licenses and permits.

analysis no such allowance was DBde.

For the present

Chly the cost of operating trucks

within the state was included.
In terms of actual amount of money required for license fees- the
sum increased steadily as the truck size was increased.

This is to be

expected since the license fee was a function of wei ght capacity
registration and was not affected by make or model.

The importance

of the license fee as a cost appeared considerably different when it
was expressd as a percentage of total fixed cost.

It varied from 3.5

to 10 percent and had no direct correlation with truck size.

The

license cost had the most direct and consistent relationship to truck
size of any of the fixed cost items, but when it was expressed as a
percentage of total fixed cost, it was distorted because of the varying degrees of influence exerted
Total fixed cost.

qy

other items of fixed cost.

Total fixed cost increased consistently with

each increase in truck size_ beginning with $397 for the smallest
trucks and amounting to $5-660 for large diesel trucks.

Total fixed

cost for 1-ton trucks represented a very small increase over the
fixed cost for smaller trucks.

This was due largely to the lower
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proportional cost of depreciation. interest on invested capital. and
taxes. as a reaul t of the older model trucks in the 1-ton o lass and
the fact that they were purchased second-hand.
Variable costa
Included in the variable cost group were fuel, oil, tires, repairs,
and maintenance.

Estimntes of cost for these items were v;iven by the

owners or operators of trucks in all oases.

These estimates were con-

verted to a coat per mile basis and then added together to obtain
average variable cost per mile for each truck, Table 5.

Table 6.

Itemized variable costs per mile for trucks in Utah, 1968,
showing actual cost and percenta ge of average variable
cost per mile
Truck She
Gas-

Cost Item

Under
1-ton

1-ton

1}-ton

2-2~ton

operated Diesel
semi
semi

l

Fuel ($)
Percent of total

.02383
62.8

.02906
68.8

.03211
57.3

.03939
57.0

.06708
56.0

.04772
45.9

Oil ($)
Percent of total

.00194
4.3

.00187
3.8

.00162
2.9

.00187
2.7

.00243
2.0

.00313
3.0

Tires ($)
Percent of total

.00919
20.4

.00750
15.1

.01353
24.1

.01445
20.9

.02241
18.7

.02382
22.9

I) .Ql. Olfi
22.5

.01101
22.3

.00878
15.7

.01346
19.4

.02786
23.3

.02930
28.2

ATerage variable cost (I} .04511
100
Percent

.04943
100

.05604
100

.06916
100

.11977
100

.10397
100

Repairs &: maintenance
Percent of total

Fuel.

Fuel consumption was estimated by truck owners in terms of

the physical quantity required for truck opa-atian.

Considering truolcs

of all sizes. the mileage estimates ranged from 3 to 15 miles per gallon
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of fuel.

The price paid for gasoline varied from 26 to 34 cents per

gallon while the cost of diesel fuel was 22 to 26 cents.
When converted to a cost per mile basis and averaged for the
trucks in each size group, fuel cost ranged from 2.3 to 6.7 cents and
from 46 to 59 percent of the average Tariable cost.
was lowest for diesel semi-trucks.

Percentage coat

This was not because the number of

miles of operation per gallon of fuel was higher, but because of the
lower price of diesel fuel as compared to gasoline.
Oil.

Oil requirements for each truck were estimated an the basis

of the crankcase capacity, the frequency of change based on the number
of miles traveled, and the quantity of oil added between changes.

The

last item represented the average quantity of oil added per 1,000 miles
of travel.

The price of oil varied from 19 to 60 cents per quart

depending upon brand, quality. source, and quantity purchased.
Oil cost ranged from .16 to .31 cents per mile as shown in Table 4.
Crankcase capacity was the same for nearly all trucks in the first four
size classes.

Therefore, oil cost per mile was determined

other than truck size for these trucks.

~

factors

This explains the lack of

correlation between truck size and oil cost.

Trucks represented in

the two largest size classes had larger engines, greater crankcase
capacities, and normally used more oil.

The owners of such trucks

usually bought their oil in larger quantities, and they ordinarily
changed oil less frequently on the basis of miles traveled than did
the owners of small trucks.

These factors tended to weigh against

each other, and although oil cost per mile was higher for the large
trucks, it was not as much hi gher as might be expected considering
truck size only.

It may be noted that when expenditures for oil are
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expressed as percentages of average variable

cOBt~

they haTe greatest

sir,nifioanoe for the trucks in the two smallest size classifications.
Tires.

For each truck included in ihe survey. an estimate was

made as to the number of miles of wear which could be expected from
the new rubber on each set of tires.

The number of tires en each

truck ranged from 4 to 22 depending on the size and type of truck.
The price of new tires ranged from $30 each for the small ones to
$175 each for the large ones.

An estimate was then made as to the

average number of recaps which would be used and the cos t of having
the tires recapped.
at all.

Some of the men interviewed did not use recaps

Others indicated as many as four recaps on each tire.

The

cost of each recap varied from $13 to $35 depending on the size of
the tire.
The calculated tire cost per mile as averaged for each truck
size class ranged from .75 to 2.38 cents.
of average variable cost per

mile~

Expressed as a percentage

it ranged from 15 to 25 percent.

Tire cost per mile increased with each increase in truck size except
for the 1-ton class.
smaller ones.

The cost was lower for this group than for

It could have been that those trucks in the smallest

class were used under more extreme road and driving cc:ndi tiona and
that more tires were broken.

It could have been also that tire wear

was greater on pickups than on trucks where dual rear wheels were used.
Repairs.

Inform tion cone erning expenditures for maintenance and

repair was contributed by truck owners.

The totals of these expen-

ditures were used by owners to estimate the average annual cost of
maintenance and repair work.
a part or all of such work

In cases where owners or operators did

themselves~

an allowance was made for their

labor comparable to the cost of such service had it been hired.
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Repair and maintenance cost ranged from . 8 7 to 2. 93 cents per mile.
Such oost varied fran 15 to 28 percent of the average variable c ost per
mile.

Here again the cost increased gradually as truck size incre nsed,

with one exception.

The l~ton trucks had a lower cost than either of

the two smaller sizes.
Average

variable~~~·

Items of variable cos t were added

together to obtain average variable cost par mile for each size classification of trucks.

This cost category ranged from 4.51 cents per mile

for the smallest shed trucks to 11.98 cents for the g as-operated semi
trucks.

Diesel semi trucks had a sli ghtly lower average variable cost

per mile than gas-operated semi trucks due to the lower cos t of fuel.
Dri vera' wages
Coats previously considered do not include drivers' wnge s.
calculating the total cost of

ownin~

When

and operating a truck in order

to make a comparison with the rates charged for hirin G animals transported, an allowance must be made for the operator's time.

This is

especially true in oases where the truck owner would be r equired to
hire s omeone to operate the truck.

Under conditions where the owner

could operate the truck himself and would not assume an opportunity
cost for his time, drivers' wages may not be an important i t ern in
making the ootuparisan.
In nearly all oases the small trucks were driven mainly by their
OWl.ers and occasionally by other members of the family or hired men
on the farm or ranch.

Approximately one half of the large trucks

were operated by truck o-.mers.

Most of the owners of trucks felt

that their operating expense was c onsiderably lower when they operated
the trucks themselves rather than hir ine; s omeone to op t-!" ate them
although there were exceptions.

This feelin g was based on the assumption
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that owners w:>uld use greater care in driving and tm t they would watch
the trucks more closely keeping them properly serviced and in a better
state of repair.
Most of the interviewees who hired drivers on a full-time basis
paid them either by the month or by the mile.
from $300 to $600,. the average being $357.
generally received higher wag e s.

Monthly wages ranged

Drivers of large trucks

Wages paid on a mile basis averaged

six cents per mile for a single driver and four and one-half cents per
mile each when two men accompanied a truck.
Total ~ £!:_ ~-~
For purposes of illustration total cost per mile including drivers'
wages was calculated on the basi 8 of the avEr age number of miles traveled per year by trucks in each size class.

Total cost per mile was

then divided by tl'e average ton capacity of trucks in each class to
obtain aver ar. e total cost per tan-mile for each

si~e

of truck,. Table 6.

Average ton capacity of trucks was calculated accordin g to the average
number of 1,.000-pound cows which could be loaded at one time on the
trucks in each size class.
An allowanoe of five cents per mile for driver 8' wages wa s made

for all trucks regardless of

si~e.

This W8f, e rate assumes an

avera~e

truck speed of 30 miles per hour and a wage of $1.50 per hour for the
operator.
I t may be noted from tre table that average total cost per mile
increased gr adually as truck size increased.

When c mverted to ·a cost

per ton-mile basis there was a decreasing cost trend as truck size was
increased.

It should be emphasized that t hes e calculations a re based

on the average numbe !"' of miles traveled annually by trucks in each
size class.

Fixed cost per mile was calculated on the basis of 11.000
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miles of travel for pickups under 1-ton whereas it was calculated on
the basis of 81,000 miles fer diesel semi trucks.

This procedure

tended to reduce the average total cost per mile for large trucks
which were operated over greater distances.

Table 6.

Average total cost per ton-mile for hauling 1,000-pound caws
as related to different sizes of trucks and average distances
traveled
Gaaoperated

Diesel
semi

Pickup

1-ton

1!-ton

2-2! ton

Average distance
traveled

11,000

13 .ooo

21,000

22,000

47 .ooo

81.000

Fixed cost per mile
Variable cost per mile
Drivers'wa.ges per mile
Total cost per mile

.03690
.04511
.05000
.13120

.03130
.04943
.05000
.13073

.02700
.05604
.05000
.13304

.03390
.06916
.15306

.05027
.11977
.05000
.22004

.06987
.10397
.05000
.22384

2.7

4.9

5.4

11.55

15.1

.04842

.02715

.02834

.01905

.01482

Avera~e

.osooo

semi

ton capaoi ty
1.45

OOIJfS)

Average oost per tonmile
.09048

Truck rates

£2!. hauling

cattle

There was no uniform method used for determining rates for trucking
cattle in Utah.

Six different methods were found to be in use in cannec-

tion with the small trucks in t.'IJ.e survey.

These were charges based on a

certain rate pe r running mile, per loaded mile, per ton mile, per hundredweight for a certain distance, per head for a certain distance, add
per load for a certain distance.
Considerable variation was noted in the level of rates under eaoh
of these methods.

Many factors contributed to this variation, the most
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important of which were distance traveled and differences in load
capacity of trucks.
with bed

The most common rate used for

varying from 12 to 20 feet in

si~e

len~th

2-ton trucks
was 15 to 20 cents

per running mile or 30 to 40 cents per loaded mile.
Only two me·thods were found in use for determining rates for
large trucks.

These methods involved a charge per hundredweight for a

certain distance or a charge per loaded mile.

It was noted that in

some oases one method was used quite consistently in certain areas.
The rates used for large trucks varied from 50 cents to $1.00 per
loaded mile depending upon the load capacity of the truck and the distance hauled.
than this

In some cases the rate was quoted as being even higher

~.mder

l

I

extreme road oondi tions.
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CHAPTER III

FACTORS RELATED TO TRUCKING COSTS AND RATES
Factors Related to Trucking Costs
.Many factors exert an influence an costs or owning and operating
motor trucks.

Among the more important are:

(a) size or

t~uck;

(b)

class of animals hauled; (c) load size relative to capacity; (d) road
conditions; and (e) length of haule.

These factors were studied in

detail in the surTey and will be considered as

th~

affect operating

costs.
Size of truok
Cost data for trucks of various sizes were itemized in Chapter II,
Tables 4 and 5.

Trucks included in the survey were divided into six

classifications according to size, and individual items or fixed and
variable cost were listed for each.

These individual items were added

together to obtain total fixed cost and average variable cost per Jd.le
for each size group.

Total fixed cost varied from $397 per year for

the small trucks to $5,660 per year for the large diesel trucks.

The

two extremes for variable cost per mile were 4.5 cents and 11.98 cents.
For each truck size class the appropriate variable cost for various
specified distances of tr avel was added to the total fixed cost thereby
givin g total cost.

These total cost figures representin g certain

definite distances of travel were divided by the number of miles in
each case giving the average total cost per mile as related to total
distance traveled.

These aver ag e total cost per mile fi gures are shown

in graphic form for each truck size, Figures 5 and 6.
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In each case the

avera~e

total cost per mile i s relatively high

under conditions of low mileage, decreasing at a decreasin g rate as
the number of miles is .increased.

Although variable cost per mile

remains relatively cal8tant re gardless

or

distance, total cost per

mile takes t he form of a curve because fixed cost per mile decreases
as distance increases.
The higher th!J amotmt representing fixed cost the higher will be
the

avera ~e

t otal cost per mile under conditions of low mileage.

The

beginning point for each of the curves at low mileage is inc reasinr;ly
higher as the truck size is increased, Figures 5 and 6.

Fixed costs

make up a smaller and smaller proportionate share of the average total
cost per mile as t h e number of miles of travel is increased.
Class of animals hauled
When making a comparison with other species of livestock, the
belief was expressed generally that horses were more expensive to
haul, while hogs and sheep were less ex pensive to haul than cattle.
As pertaining to the transportation of cattle only , animal class was
thought of in tei'UUI of the size and sex of animals.
It was universally recognized by truckers that trucks could be
loaded heavier 'flhen loading wi fu mature fat animals, but the comparison
here made was on the basis of equal amounts of weight.

Approximately

one half of the owners of small trucks expressed a belief that operating
costs are affected by the class of cattle hauled.

Some of them estimated

that such costs are increased as much as 5 or 10 percent when hauling
mature animals as compared with young aniD18.ls even on a oanparable
weight-load basis.

The majority of men owning large trucks indicated

no change in operating coats as related t o the class of animals hauled.
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Using the estimates given above. a comparison was made as an example
of the costs of operating a 2-ton truck hauling different classes of
animals, Figure 7 .

At a distance of 25,000 miles per year the average

total cost per mile changed from 9. 90 cmts when hauline; young animals
to 10.24 cents llhen hauling mature animals.

If tlle class of animals

hauled does affect costs, such influence is manifest only on variable
costs.

That portion of 'the averag e total cost per mile vilich is made

up of fixed costs is not changed

qy

the class of animals hauled.

Truckers listed several reasons for the hig her expense involved
in hauling mature animals.

They suggested that there is more side-

nay which results in excessive tire wear; slCMer driving is necessitated by top-heavy loads; there is greater wind resistance because the

,,

animals stand taller; and there is more bed wear and rack breakage.
The extent to which these reasons are valid is dependent upon size of
truck, t ype of bed, and load managermn t.
Load

.!.!.!.!.

relative to capacity

Due to the greater investment required for large trucks and the
fact that they were used primrily for commercial trucking, large
trucks were loaded to capaoi ty a greater percentage of the time than
were sl!l811 ones.
si~e

It was noted that sma 11 trucks including the 2-ton

were frequently used to transport single animals or part loads.
Without exception the owners of small trucks agreed that operating

costs were hig hEr when hauling capacity loads than they were lllen hauling part loads.

Estimates were given by these men as to how much higher

their costs were when hauling full loads as compared to tr aveling with
half loads or empty.

Such estima tea ranged from 5 to 35 percent higher

for full loads compared to half loads and 10 to 50 ps- cent hig her for
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full loads compared to empty.

The averabea of these two series of

estimates were 13 .5 percent and 22.6 percent respectively.
Of the owners of large semi trucks, all except two felt that their
costs were higher When hauling full loads than when hauling half loada.
All except one believed their coats were higher when fully loaded than
when empty.

The estimates as to how much higher their coats were when

loaded ranged from 6 to 20 percent when compared with half loads and
5 to 40 percent when compared with unloaded weight.

The two averages

were 10.4 percent and 18 .8 peroent.
Graphic representations of these comparisons are ahown in
8 and 9, using a 2-tan truck and a diesel semi truck.

F~urea

In each oaae the

original cost data which were received from the truckers were used to
represent costa under full load conditions.

The changes in coat re-

aulting from changes in load size are shown using averages of the
estimates 118de by truckers.

Chmges in cost were calculated for

variable coats only since fixed costs are not a f fected by load oondi tiona.
As awning an mnual mileage of 25 .. ooo miles for a 2-ton truck.
if the average total cost per mile under full load conditims is 9.90
cents, then the comparable cost when half loaded is 8.93 cents and
whao empty it is 8.31 cents .. Figure

a.

When an annual distance of

70 .. 000 Jlilea is assumed f cr a diesel aemi truok .. i f the average cost
f8 r mile under full load cmditiona ia 18.48 cents .. then the average

total coat per mile is 17.44 cents and 16.50 oenta under cmdi tiona
of half loaded and empty .. Figure 9.
Reaaons listed for the higl'llr ooe t 'lmder full load conditima
include greate"l" friotion llhen starting and stopping. more tire wear ..
increased fUel consumption .. greater risk of breaking truck parts .. and
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increased wear on the truck generally.

Some of the interviewees ex-

pressed the idea that fuel consumption is very near the same whether
the truck is loaded or empty.

T~ey

reasoned that since empty trucks

are usually driven faster than loaded ones, there is greater wind
resistance iWlen empty which tends to compensate fer tre lighter weight
load.

Many truck operators, and particularly those with small trucks,

indicated that they greatly preferred hauling full loads rather than
part loads because there is less movement and shifting of the load when
the animals are loaded tight.

Since operating costs for trucks are

almost as high when only partially loaded or empty as when fully loaded
it is to the advantage of ranchers to haul full loads whenever possible.
Road condi tiona
Generally speaking the smaller trucks were used to a greater extent in mountainous country and on extremely rough roads than were the
large ones.

Most of the large trucks included in the survey were used

for ootlliiiercial hauling.

Although they were sometimes taken off the

highway onto mountainous roads to pick up loads, oWGera indicated that
the risk of breaking tires was too great and the additional expense was
too high to make such operation p- of i table.
It is recognized that road conditions are greatly affected by
changes in weather. but for the purposes of this study, consideration
was given only to different types of roads.

Estimates were received

from the truckers as to ha. much higher their costs were 'Ahen traveling
on graveled roads and on mountain roads as compared to hard-surfaced
roads.

These estimates of change in the level of costa pertain to

variable costs only.
condi tiona.

Fixed ooets are not affected by changes in road
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Estimates of cost as made by small truck owners ran ged from 5 to
100 percent higher on graveled roads and 10 to 100 percent hi gb:lr on
mountain roads than on hard-surfaced roads.

The averages of the

estimates for these two comparisons were 35.0 percent and 57.4 percent
reapeotively.
Cost estimates made by owners of large trucks ranged from 10 to
100 percent higher on graveled roads and 30 to 125 percent
mountain roads than on hard-surfaced roads.

hi~her

on

Averages of estimates for

the two comparisons were 35.3 percent and 69.6 percent .
A 2-ton truck and a diesel semi truck were used to show the comparison of costs under different road conditions, Figures 10 and 11.
The original cost data were used to represent operating costs on hardsurfaced roads, and these figures were increased by the necessary
amount as indicated by the averae; e estimates above to show the CC8t
of operating on graveled roads and mountain roads.

Assuming an annual

mileage of 25,000 miles, the averaee cost per mile was 9 .90 cents for
operating a 2-ton truck on hard-surfaced roads.

The comparative coat

was 12.32 oen ts per mile on graveled roads and 13.84 cents per mile
on mountain roads. Figure 10.

Assuming an annual mileage of 10.000

miles for the diesel semi truck. average cost per mile was 18.48 cents
on hard-surfaced roads.

Such cost was increased to 22.12 cents per

mile an graveled roads and 25.76 cents per mile on mountain roads,
Figure 11.
It cannot be concluded from these data that

operatin ~

costs will

be a precise amount more on ooe specific road than on another.

Much

variation was noted in the type and cc:nditi on of roads in each of these
road classifications.

Although the natural terrain over whi ch roads

are made rell8ins pre tty well constant, the c ondition of suoh roads
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varies greatly with time depending on weather conditions , c onstruction
improvements, etc.

The generalization can b e made that operating costs

will normally increase ns trucks are moved from highways t o secondary
roads and from secondary roads to mountain roads.
Length of hauls
Not only were t he large truoks used to a greater extent on highways, but they were used for relatively long hauls s uch as to t he West
Coast.

With few exceptions, small trucks were used entire ly for short

hauls in transporting animals t o or from ran r,e areas, from farm to feedlot, or to the local auction market .
Long hauls oontricuted to a gr eater number of t ot a l mi les tr aveled
durin g a s pecified period of time .

Tihen only short haul s were made

much time was s pent loadinh and unloading and for othor details between
jobs, and much less work was accomplished i n terms of mi les of transport.

Operating costs per mile incre ased when makin G short hauls as

compared to long ones.

Especially was this true under cold weather

conditions where a t r uck was idle much of the time and had to be
warmed up fre quently to make relatively shor t hau ls.
A significant difference was noted in the number of miles traveled
annually by trucks of different sizes, Fi gure 12, and this may give some
indioatian as to the length of hauls for which these trucks were used,
The avera ge number of miles for each size class ranged from 11,000 for
the smallest size group to 81,000 for the largest one.
For examples of how distance affects operating costs, see Figures
5, 6, 7, 8 , 9, 10, and 11, where distance was one of the variables.
The factors studied to this point affect operatin g costs and also
rates oharged by truckers.

Pickup

l ton

11,000

13,000

1~ too

21,000

2-2~ ton

22.000

Gas-operated semi

Diesel semi

Figure 12.

47,.000

81,.000

Average number of miles traveled per year by truoka in eaoh
size olassifioation in Utah 1958

Factors Related to Truoking Rates
Owners of trucks were asked to indicate i f and to what extent the
factors listed above affect oattle trucking rates.

A wide variety of

answers were received a summary of whioh follows.
She of truck
Owners of pickups and 1-ton trucks made a charge per hundredweight,
per head, cr per load for a given distance.

Common rates varied from

$2 to $5 per head for a distance of 45 miles or from 25 cents per hundred-

weight for 7 miles to 50 cents per hundredweight fer 100 miles.
Trucking rates as applied to the l~ton trucks were determined em
the basis of a specified charge per load fer a certain distance, a
specified charge ps- hundredweight for a certain distance, or a speoified charge per mile or per loaded mile.

Common rates used may be

li~ted as $23 per load for 40 miles, 35 to 70 cents per hundredweight

for 100 miles and 20 cents per mile, or 40 cents per loaded mile.
All of the previously mentioned methods for determining rates were
found in use with trucks in the 2-2~ tan size classification.

Rates

varied from $15 to $25 per load for 40 miles, from 25 cents to 60 cents
per hundredweight for 100 miles, 'and from 30 cents to 54 cents per loaded
mile.
Two methods fer rate determination were used for the semi trucks
'

in the two largest size classifications.

These methods involved a

charge per hundredweight for a certain distance and a charge pEr loaded
mile.

The rates in use ranged from 50 cents to 60 cents per hundred-

weight for 150 miles, and from 50 cents to $1 per loaded mile depending
on road conditions and length of haul.
Class

~

an,i.mals hauled

Normally this factor did not have any effect upon the rates charged
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for

haulin~

cattle.

A few extreme cases were not ed.

felt justified llhen hauling a load of mature bulls.
sin ~ le

received for a sin gle trip or a

A hi gher rate was
The t ot a l payment

load was usually higher when

hauling mature fat animals than whEn hau ling young animals • but this
represents a difference i n wei ght-loads rather than a chan ge in rates.
Load.!.!.!!, relative

~

capacity

Moat owners of tru oks indicated that hauling only part loads di d
affect their rates.

Some said that

th~

couldn't afford t o haul leas

than full loads; others pointed out that they must char ge f ull-load
rat es regardless or at least receive a minimum load charge.

The only

exceptions to this general policy were a few of the owners of small
trucks who indicated that they would haul single animals or part loads
at the same rate per head or per
neighbors.

htmdredwei ~;ht

just to accommodate

In roost cases the owners of large trucks felt that it was

the responsibility of livestock owners to provide capacity loads when
making shipping arrangements.

A few of th(l]l were willin g to reduoe

their total charges a small amount when haulin g li ght loads, but
capacity loads were desired by all oommercial truckers.
Capacity•

Animal capacity of trucks was normally determined by

the size of the truck bed or the trailer.

It was unusual to find that

such capacity was limited by engine size or wei ght restri ctions.

Thus,

a positive correlation was noted in bed length and animal capacity for
the trucks in the s urvey, Table 7.
Data on bed siz.e for all of the trucks in the survey were available.

The width of pickup beds varied from 6 to 7~ feet, and for all

trucks larger than this the width was 8 feet.
was averaged for each size class, Table 7.

The length of the beds

Some of the trucks which

were equipped to use two decks When transporting sheep had an exten1ion
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built over the truck cab whi ah increased the bed length for the top
deck.

Such increase in length was not considered in this study as it

did not increase the animal oapaoit,y when haulin& cattle.

Table 7.

Bed size and animal capacity of cattle trucks in Utah, 1958

Bed length in feet
Range
ATerage

Trucks
\mder
1 ton

1 ton

6 - 8
7.6

9 - 12
10.0

Ani111al capacity
400 lbs. calves 6.1
1000 lbs. caws
2.9

11.6
5.4

13- ton

2-2~ ton

10 - 18 12-20
15.7
13.8

19.3
9.8

21.4
10.8

Gasoperated
semi

Diesel
semi

22 - 40
32.8

30 - 50
41.8

43 .s
23.1

66.5
30.2

Average animal oaiJI.Ci t,y for trucks in each group was calculated
from the individual estimates made by trucKers.

Such capacity was

shown in terms of fue number of 400-potmd claves or 1,000-pound cows
whioh could be transported at one time under normal condi tiona, Table 7.
Four of the diesel semi trucks were equipped to use two decks in hauling
oalvea.

For these trucks the total animal capacity was considered.

This helps to explain the large increase in the average calf capaoi cy
for the diesel semi group .

With this exception the animal capaoi ty

for all of the trucks was expressed on the basis of single-deck loads.
Road conditions
Approximately half of the 01'C'lers of small trucks and almost all
of the owners of large trucks indicated that they did alter their rates
according to the 'tQ'pe of road an which they were required to ope rate.
The opinion held quite gene rally amcng the truckers was that even
though they could raise their rates substantially when operating on
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adverse road condi t1. ana, they could not get enough more money to pay
for the additional expense incurred.

This feeling applied particularly

to moln'ltain roads which involved very roug h terrain !lild sharp rocks.
Those who indicated no change in rates for different types of roads
also said that they seldom operated their trucks on roads which were
not hard surfaced.
Not only did the expense of operation increase when operating a
truck on rough roads, but the opporttmi ties for profit-making were
greatly reduced as a result of the slower speed and the fewer number
of miles traveled in a given period of time.

In a study made pre-

viously in Utah, the averag e speeds for all sizes of trucks used for
hauling sheep were recorded as 42 miles per hour on surfaced highways,
30 miles per hour on graveled roads, and 12 miles per hour on mountain
roads. (12).

Since the transportation rate was usually calculated en

the basis of the number of miles traveled or was directly affected by
it, truckers were anxious to operate where the y could travel the maximum number of miles in the shortest possible time.

Especially was

this true where truckers had a l Arge amount of money invested with an
extremely high level of fixed cost.
Length of hau 1
Truckers
rates.

an~ered

affirmatively to the effect of distance upon

Rates per mile were reduced for long hauls in comparison to

short ones by all commercial truckers.
paying job.

A long haul provided a larger

A certain amwnt of time was spent with inciden tala in

connection with a trip such as making arran r,ements for the work, getting
on the job, loading , unloading and making the return tri p.

Since these

i terns were essential far any tri p r egardless of length, it was to the
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advantage of truckers to make lang h au ls because they could earn more
money during a given period of time.
Most lar ge truck owners had a fixed minimum charge for any one job.
This discouraged short hauls which made impossible profitable returns to
the trucker •

The owna rs of small trucks indica ted tmt they would reduce their
rates from 10 to 40 percent for long hauls as compared to short ones.
Many of them reduced their rates for distances over 100 miles.
of

t~m

A few

made trips of five or six hundred miles reducing their rates

accordingly.

Those trips involving less than 50 miles ane way were

generally c cn sidered very short.
Rate reductions for distance as indicated by the owners of large
trucks varied f rom 10 to 25 percent for distances over 100 miles, 10 to
40 percent for di stances over 200 miles, and 10 to 50 percent for trips
involving seven or ei gh t hundred miles .

In general. distances of less

t han 100 miles were considere d s hort by large truck operators; distances of two or three hundred miles were considered medium; and those
hauls involving more than 600 miles were thought of as being long .
Factors affectine truck costs and rates for transporting cattle
have been analyzed in this chapter.
native ranch c or. diticns.

Th.ese can be related to alter-

Does it pay a rancher to

OWl

his own truck

for hauling ca t tle only or should he hire a commercial trucker to do
the job?

IV.

This question will be examined for selected cases in Chapter
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CHAPI'ER IV
ALTERNATIVES Fffi THE RANCHER

Data have been presented relative to costs and rates in trucking
oattle and also the e:xtent to vnich costs and rates are affected by
certain factors.

A comparison will now be made of the alternatives

available to ranchers under specific ranching situations.

Six widely

different farm and ranch combinations have been a s sumed and will be
used as examples to make "this canparison.

An attempt has been made

to select eypothetical ranch ccnditians which
in reali1;y in Utah .

mi~t

be found to e:xist

It cannot be hoped, however, to approximate any

particular ranch in every detail.

In order to make ap plication of

these data to a specific situation, it is left to the reader to introduce his specific ranch conditions and then follow the proce dure
suggested here.
Certain assumptions were made for eaoh of 'the examples given
below .

The location of each ranch is specified in relation to the

livestock mrket which is used.

In all oases where summer range land

is utilized, it is assumed that the ranch location is adjacent to the
sumnv~r

range or that the animals are trailed to and from such range.

Chly the annual l!Wlrketing of feeder calves or fat cattl e is here
considered.

It is recognized that in any actual ranch situation there

is work f or a truck in addition to transporting animals to market.
Transportation equipment is ordinarily required in the operation of a
ranch for trans p orting s .in gle animals or g rrups of animals at times
other "than during the marketing process, far hauling feed, and for
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other general farm purposes.

S ;_noe such use cannot be tied down to

&

specific mileage requirement because of differences in size and capacity
of trucks, comparisms are made cnly for narketing operations.

In each example the assumption is made that the tranaportati an
requirements for marle ting the animals represent e. specified proportion
of the total work for which a truck is needed.

This assumpti oo makes

possible the apporticning to the Ill:l.rketin g operation thllt part of total
fixed coat which is represented by such use.

Average variable cost

per mile is not affected by different sizes of ranch operations.
For

eao~

of the ranch situations the time of IMrle ting is speci-

fied in 'terms of whether the animals are all mrketed at one time or
whether they are marketed at regular intervals.

Under any particular

ranch si tuaticn the size of truck wlich is owned or hired w.i 11 be infl uenoed by the na rke ting pattern, and henc e by the number of animals
to be transported at one time.
Three different sized trucks are considered for each example used.
Assuming the. t the other ranch work would justify ownership of a small
truck there ret:1ains an alternative of hiring a large truck to transport
the cattle to market and leaving the privately om.ed truck standing idle.

This would be a possibility only where a large truck could be hired,
and probably some ranch situations exist where lar ge trucks are not
readily available for hire.

Assuming thi. s alternative is

~ esent

chargeable fixed coat on the private ly awned truck should be added to
the direct cost of hiring since such fixed cost must be borne whether
or not the truck is Wted to transport the animals to nerket.

This

alternative ia ocnsidered in the first four si tuatians.
Travel diatmc e required for each of the trucks to pe rform tm
marketing job is determined by ccns ider ing the appropriate animal
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capacity.

In those oases where animals are fed and sold far immediate

slaughter it is assumed that the fat animals are equal to 1,000-polmd
cows when calculatin g truck capacity.

Due to their greater capacity

the large trucks can perform a gi ven tranaportati on job with fewer
trips and fewer total miles than can the smaller ones.

This is also

true for other truck work on the ranch.
Total variable coat was oaloula wd on the basis of the total
number of miles required for each truck.

To this was added the

appropriate chargeable fixed cost, giving t he total cost of truck
operat i Cl'l in each o as e •

In order to 0011pare trucking coata when the driver' a time has
no opportunity coat with the oaae where t1'e driver i a hired, an eatimated time requirement was assigned to each truck for eaoh trip.

This

estimate was made on the basis of truck size. road ccn<Htions, and
length of trip.

Drivers' wage requirements were then calculated

allowing $ 1.50 per hour for tm driver's time i n each case.

This

•age fi gure wa s added to fixed and variable oosts thereby givin g the
total ooat of each transportatic:n alternative including drivers' wages.
'l'ruoking rates as given by truck owners were converted to a coat
per mi le basis.

Aver ag e rates or commonly uaed rates were applied to

each of the alternatives within eaoh example.

The total cost c£ hiring

the 110rlc done with trucks of different sizes was obtained by multiplying
the appropriate rate ti:ll3s the total number of miles required to perform
the marketing job.
Ranch ·Situations

Case No. 1
A ranch is loeated 20 miles from the loeal auction market with a
hard-surfaced road connecting the two points.

The 1 ivestook operation
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conaista of 50 head of' stocker caws with an annual productioo. of 42
head of marketable calves.

These calves are sold as feeders all at

one time at the local auotian.

The job of transporting them to market

represents one fifth of the 'tDtal work for which a truck is used.
Al temati ve methods considered for transporting th eae animala to market include using a 1-ton truck. a l~ton truck, or a 2-ton truck,
Table 8.
Animal capeci ty. the number of trips required. total miles of
travel, hours per trip. total number of hours, and rates used for
hiring are shown for each of the trucks.

Since this particular job

represents 20 percent of the w<rk for which a truck is needed. onefifth of the total fixed cost for each of the trucks is chargeable
to it.

Total variable cost was calculated by multiplying the average

variable cost per mile for each truck times the number of miles required.

Total cost excluding drivers' wages was obtained by adding

charg eable fixed cost and tota l variable cost.

Drivers' wages at the

rate of $1.50 per hour were added to this total to obtain total cost
including wages.

The cost of' hiring the job done with each truck was

calculated using the rates shown in the table.

The compariscc in this

case indicates hiring to be I:lUCh cheaper than mmin g a truck of any
size.
If the assumption is made that other work on the ranch justifies
ownership of a 1-ton truck. it may remain more economical to hire a
2-ton truck to pt::rform the mu-keting service and leave the privately
awned truck standing idle.

The cost of hiring a 2-ton truck is $ 17.

When chargeable fixed cost for the 1-ton truck is added to this. a
cost of $98 is obtained.

This is sli ghtly less costly than using the

privately owned truck when consideration is g iven to drivers' wages.

Table 8.

Case No. 1 - Costs of trucking cattle by truck ownership alternatives

Cost of
hiring
plus
Total
ChargeTotal
chargeAnimal
Total
cost
Rates
able
cost
Total
able
oapaoNo. Total Hours
ity
variable
without
with
cost
fixed
Total (cents
fixed
coat
cost
wages wages hiring
{calves) trips miles per trip hours per mile) cost
cents
dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
1-ton

12

4

160

2

8

15

81

8

89

101

24

1 ~-ton

19

3

120

2

6

18

113

7

120

129

21

2-ton

21

2

80

2

4

20

149

6

155

161

17

98

O'l

'*"
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This same procedure is used in the cases to follow, although only
the totals of the calculations are shown in the accompanying tables.
Case No. 2
The livestock operation of this ranch consists of 400 head of
stocker caws with an annual production of 340 head of calves to be
marketed as feeders in the fall.

The calves are transported all at

one time from ranch to a railroad terminal located 20 miles distant.
A motm.tain road connects the two points.

A farm is operated in oan-

jtmoticn with this ranch so that the total work requirements for a
truck is ten times the amount required for transporting the calves
to the railroad terminal.

The trucks considered in this case are a

1-tan truck, a 2-ton truck, and a gas-operated semi truck.

A diesel

aami-truok is considered also when comparing the costs of hiring the
work done, Table 9.

Rates used in calculating the cost of hiring with

each of the four truck sizes were 18, 25, 38, and 45 cents per mile.
The least expensive method of transporting t he animals is to hire a
semi truck, preferably a diesel if it is available.

When considering

ownership of a truck, the 1-ton does the job with least expense if no
value is placed upon the driver's time.

Ownership of a 2-ton truck is

least costly when drivers' wages are included.
It is assumed that the marketinb job hero c onsidered represents
on ly one tenth of the work for which a truck is used.

If the total

operating cost for each size of truck is calculated on the basis of
all the work for -,hich the truck is used, the cost fi gures are increased, but they still bear the same relationship to each other as
they did when representing on ly a portion of the total work.

If the

assumption is mde that the c ombined needs for a truck justify the
ownership of a 2-ton truok . there remains a question as to whether it
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it would be less costly for a ranch operator to hire his animals transported to market rather than to use his own truok.

This question would

arise only when the marketing job is relatively large and the privately
owned truck is small.

Table 9.

Case No. 2 - Costs of trucking cattle by truck ownership
al terna ti ves

Total
miles

Total
ChargeTotal
cost
able
fixed variable without
cost
cost
labor
dollars dollars dollars

Tot al
cost
Total
with
cost
labor hiring a oat
dollars dollars dollars

1-ton

1160

41

90

131

218

209

2-ton

680

75

74

149

200

170

Gas-operated semi 320

236

65

301

325

122

Diesel semi

240

108

18~

In this case a diesel semi truck may be hired to do the job for

$108.

If' it is hired, the privately owned 2-ton truck will be idle

during the time llhen it would normally have been used.

The portion of

fixed cost fer the 2-ton truck whioh is chargeable to this work is $75.
When this is added to the cost of hiring a diesel semi truck, a total
of' $ 183 is obtained, Table 7.

Since the total cost including drivers'

wages for using the privately owned 2-ton truck is $200, it remains
less costly to hire the large truck and leave the small truck standing
idle.

It may be concluded that under certain conditions it is profit-

able for a rancher to hire the services of a large truok to perform a
particular job rather than to use a small privately owned truck.
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Case No. 3
This ranch is located on a major highway 50 miles from a terminal
Jl8

rket.

year.

A

!'eedin ~r,

operation is maintained during a portion of each

F'our hundred animals are fattened, and they are all transported

to the market

durin ~

quirement for this

a short period of time.

marketin ~

for which a truck is needed.

The transportation re-

job represents one half of the total work
Here again the trucks considered are a

1-ton, a 2-ton, and a gas-operated semi.

The possibility of hiring a

diesel semi truck is also considered, Table 10.

Trucking rates used

in this case were 14, 20, 32, and 40 cents per mile.

Table 10.

Case No. 3 - Coats of trucking cattle by truck ownership
alternatives

Total
miles

oat of
hiring
Total
Total
Chargeplus
cost
cost
Total
able Total
chargeable
cost
fixed
fixed variable without with
cost
labor labor hiring
cost
coat
dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars

1-ton

6700

204

331

535

837

938

2-ton

3700

373

255

628

795

740

Gas-oper. semi

1800

1182

216

1398

1479

576

Diesel semi

1400

560

933

The least expensive method of transportati oo is to use a privately
owned 1-tan truck if opera tors' wages are not considered.

When such

wages are considered, the least costly method is to hire a semi truok.
Ownership of a 2-ton truck is just slightly more e:xpensiTe fuan hiring,
but it is less expensive than owning either of the other sizes.
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The marketin g operaticn in this case i s one-half of ·the total work
for the truc k .

Assuming that there is enough work to justify ownership

of a 2-ton truck, should i t be used to transport the animals to market
or should a larger truck be hired?
done with a diesel semi.

It requir es $560 to hire the job

If the Chargeable fixed cost for the 2-tan

truck is added to thie the tot a l cost is $933. Table 10.

This is con-

siderably higher than tl'l!l coat of doing the wcrk wi 1:h the privately
owned 2-ton truck.

In this case a large p9 roentage of the total work

is represented by the cattle mar keting transportation job.

Chargeable

fixed cost is one half of the total fixed cost. and this adds considerably to the cost of

hirin ~ .

Under these conditions a rancher

could not afford to leave his own truck standing idle and hire his
animals transported to

m~rket.

Case No. 4
The livestock operation in this ce.se is a combinat ion of a range
herd and a feeding operation.

Two hundred stocker cows are kept from

which 170 calves are produced annually.
heavy feed at weaning time.

These calves are p laced an

An additional 330 head of calves are

purchased and placed on feed also.

The narketing operation consists

of transporting 500 fat animals 50 miles to a terminal market.
represents one fourth of the total work for the truck.
are all marketed during e. short period of time.

This

The animals

There is a graveled

road over 20 miles of this distance, and the r e maining 30 miles is
hard-surfaced.

A 1-ton truck. a 2-ton tru ck. and a gas-operated semi

truck were considered as ownership alternatives, and a diesel semi
truck was added to the list when calculating the coats of hiring ,
Table 11.

Ratea used for calculating the costs of hiring were the

same as in Case No. 3.
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Table 11.

Case No. 4 - Costs of trucking cattle by truck ownership
al ternati vee

Chargeable Total
fixed variable
cost
cost

Total
miles

Total
cost
without
labor

Total
cost
with
labor

ost of
hiring
plus
Total chargeable
cost
fixed
hiring cost

dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars
1-ton

8400

1-ton

8400

102

474

576

1080

1176

2-ton

4600

186

354

540

816

920

Gas-oper. semi

2200

591

297

888

1020

704

Diesel semi

1700

680

866

When drivers' wages are not considered the least expensive method

of transporting the animals is to own a 2-ton truok.
are considered, it is

sli ~htly

When such wages

less expensive to hire a semi, but the

cost still remains lower to own a 2-tm truck than to own one of a
different site.

This job is large enough that it becomes impractical

to even consider the 1-ton truck.
One fourth of the total work is represented by fuis marketing job.
The job can be hired by a diesel semi for $680.

When 1he chargeable

fixed coat for the 2-ton truck is added to this, a total of $866 is
obtained, Table 11.

This is slightly higher than the $816 required

to transport the animals with the privately O'Mled 2-ton truck.

Here

again it is profitable for a rancher to transport the animals with his
own truck if other uses justify ownership.

Case No. 5
This ranch is located near a main highway 400 miles from a large
terminal !Nlrket.

A herd of 600 head of stocker cows is maintained from

which is produced 520 head of calves annually.

These calves are placed
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in a feedlot after they are weaned, and they are marketed the following
year as slaughter animals.

They are all transported to the terminal

market during a short period of time.

This marketing operation repre-

sents one-half of the total work for \\hich a truck is used.

The truck

size alternatives which were analyzed in this case are a 2-tan truok,
a gas-operated semi truok, and a diesel semi truck, Table 12.

Table 12.

Case No. 5 - Costs of trucking cattle by truck ownership
alternatives

Total
miles

Total
Total
Chargeable Total
cost
oost
variable without with
fixed
cost
labor
labor
oost
dollars
dollars dollars dollars

Rates
cents Total
per
cost
mile hiring
cents dollars

2-tan

38,400

473

2655

3128

5432

17

6528

Gas-oper. semi

18,400

1382

2204

3586

4552

27

4968

Diesel semi

14,400

3130

1498

4628

5384

33

4752

It is necessary for the trucks to cross two other states enroute
to the market.

Consequently e.ddi ticnal costs are involved for out-of-

state licenses and taxes.

To make allowance for this expense '\he

following sums of money were added to the fixed cost cate gory of each
truck size classifioati on:

8200 to the 2-ton truck, $400 to the gas-

operated semi truck, and $600 to the diesel semi truck.
Not considering operators' wages, least cost alternatives are to
own a truck.

A 2-ton truck is first choice, a gas-operated semi truok

is second choice, and a diesel semi truck is third choice.

When opera-

tors' wages are considered, the least-cost alterne.ti ve is to own a
gas-operated semi.

Seoand and third choices involve the hiring of a
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diesel s.emi tru c k or a gas-operated semi truck.

The total coot is less

for ownine; a diesel semi than for owning a 2-ton truck when operators'
wages are c onsidered.
The time element my be a determining factor in fui s oase.

A total

of 48 trips involving 38 ,400 miles is required to complete the j ob with
a 2-ton truck.

It would be very impractical and almost impossible to

undertake a transportation job of this she with such a small truck in
a short period of time .
Case No. 6
This ranch is located near a main highway and is 600 miles from
a large terminal market.

A feeding enterprise is maintained, and 1000

head of fat animals are rm r keted per year .

The

~rketin g

oper aticn is

spread quite evenly over the year with approximately 40 head being markete d durin r, each two....,eek period.

The rnovemen t of these animals to

the terminal market represents 75 percent of the total work for which
a truck is used.

Out-of-state truck operation is necessary here fue

same as in Case No. 5, and the same allowance is mace for license and
tax cost s.

The tre.nsporta.t icm alternatives here c onsidered are two

2-ton trucks, a gas-operated semi truck, and a diesel semi truck,
Table 13.
Ownership of a gas-operated semi is the least cost alternative
when operators' wages are not ccnsidered.

When such wa ges are consider-

ed, tre actual costs are idmtioal for Ol'lling a gas - operated semi or a
diesel semi.

The use of 2-ton trucks or the possibility of hiring the

work done is now out of the question if a large truck can be purchased
and a driver can be provided for it.
The larger a job is the greater will be fue advanta ge of using a
diesel semi in preference to a e aa-operated semi.

Since the work here
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considered represents only 75 percent of the total lvork for which the
truck is used, the additional transportation requirement wwld surely
justify the ownership of a diesel truck in preference to a gas-operated
truck.

Table 13.

Case No. 6 - Costs of truckin g cattle by truck ownership
alternatives

Total
miles

2-ton (two)

Total
Total Rates
Total
Chargeable
cost
cost cants Total
fixed
variable without with
per
cost
cost
cost
labor
labor mile hiring
dollars
dollars dollars dollars cents dollars

109,200

1420

7552

8972

14,432

15

16,380

Ge.s-oper. semi

52,800

2073

6324

8397

10,773

25

13,200

Diesel semi

40,800

4695

4242

8937

10.773

30

12,240

Examples considered are representative of only a few ranch si tuations which might be found in Utah.

Chly the transportation requirements

for the marketing of cattle have been analyzed.

Additional work for

which a truck is needed in any particular case may dictate a different
decision than is here indicated.

Such work In8\Y warrant the owne:- ship

of a different sized truck than would be used for cattle marketing only,
or it may justify the ownership of more than one truck.

There may be

a possibility of engaging in some commercial truckin g in which case a
rancher could justify the ownership of a large truck and there by be
able to perform his own marketine: job at a lower cost.

In any case the

combined needs far a truck must be c onsidered before making a decillion
for truck ownership.
It may be also that the least cost transportation alterna tive is
not the g oa 1 of a rancher.

There may be m element of convenience in
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owning a truck and being more completely independent in management
decisions.

Perhaps this factor wi 11 be valued hit;hly enoue;h that a

man will own his own truck even though he would not be justified in
doing s o from an economic standpoint.

Each ranch situation provides

a new c<Ebination of circumstances and a new set of values, and the
livestock transportation decision must be made anew for each ranch
operator.
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CHAPTER V
SUliW.RY AND COOCLUSIWS

Utah's cattle industry is important to the economy of the state
and it will probably continue to maintain a position of importance.
Animals which are produced must be transported to market.

A large

portion of the total cost of marketing cattle is incurred through
transportation.

Motor trucks have become increasingly important in

recent years as a means of performing this service.

A study was made to discover present cattle transportation
patterns and truck costs in Utah. to compare the effect of certain
factors upon costs and rates, and to determine least cost trucking
alternatives fer selected ranching situations.
Trucks included in a survey of selected truck operators were
divided into six different size classifications.
al

The i terns included

fixed or variable costs as well as rates charged were averag ed for

the trucks in each group.

Annual fixed cost per truck varied from

$397 for pickups to $5.660 for diesel semi trucks.

Average variable

ooet per mile varied from 4.51 cents for pickups to 11.98 cents for
gas-operated semi trucks.

Such cost for diesel trucks was slightly

lower. being 10.40 cents.
Fixed cost was converted to a cost per mile basis s.ccording to the
average number of miles traveled annually by trucks in each size class.
An allowance of five cents per mile for drivers' wages was

t~n

added

to fixed and variable costs to obtain average total cost per mile for
each size of truck.

This fi gure was divided by average ton capacity

for each size of truck when loaded with 1.000-pound cows to obtain
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average oost per ton-mile.

Such oost varied from 9.05 cents for pickups

to 1.48 cents for diesel semi trucks.
Considerable variati em "Was noted in the ra tea charged for trucking
cattle.

Commonly used rates •ere 30 to 40 cents per loaded mile for

2-ton trucks and 55 to 75 cents per loaded mile for diesel a ami trucks.
The total cost for truck operation inoreaaed •i th truck s ir;a as
indica ted by the fir;ures above.

The one exception to this •as the

diesel semi truck for "Which average variable oos t per mile •as less
than for the gas-operated semi truck even though t:tm truck •as larger.
Estimates were made by truckers as to the effect of animal class.
load size. road condi tiona and leng th of hauls upon operating costs.
Owners of small trucks indicated a five percent increase in cost •hen
hauling mature animals as compared wit h young animals on the basis of
equal weight loads.

Large truck owners estimated no change in cost as

related t o the class of animals hauled.
Operating cCl3 ts for small trucks were estimated to be 14 per cent
higher when half loaded and 23 percent higher when fully loaded than
when traveling empty.

Like estimates for the large trucks were 10

percent and 19 percent respectively.
Operating costs for small trucks were estimated to be 35 per cent
hi gher on graveled roads and 57 percent higher on mwntain roads than
they were on hard-surfaced roads.

Cost c omparisons for lar ge trucks

were 35 percent higher on graveled roads and 70 percent higher on
mountain roads than on hard-surfaced

ra~.ds.

Most truckers agreed that costs ws:-e increased when making short
hauls as ccmpared to long ones.
of such increases.

No estimates were made as to the amount

They were expla:ined largely by the greater amount
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of time required at the beginning and end of trips for incidentals.

As

a result earning opportunity was reduced for short hauls.
The factors lis ted above had less effect on rates thm they did
on costs.
at all.

Normally the class of animals hauled did not influence rates
Likewise in most cases rates were based on full-load conditions

and were not changed a p preciably for light loads.

Some of the owners

of small trucks reduced their rates whm hauling part loads as an
accommodation to neighbors.
load charge.

r.: ost conmercial truckers had a minimum

Most truck owners increased their rates when operating

on adverse road conditions, but they felt that they could not increase
thern enou gh to canpensate for the additional expense involved.

Rate

changes were rllide quite consistently for different distances of travel.
Rates were reduoed as much as 50 percent whEn rm.king a long haul as
compared to an extremely short one.
Data obtained in the survey were applied to six hypothetical
ranching situations.

Trucking alternatives for the rancher were con-

sidered from an economic standpoint in eachsituatioo.

In order to

compare the total cost of pa- f orming a transportation job with a
privately owned truck to the cost of hiring a truck, an allowance was
made for operators ' wag es.

Estimates were made of the time requirements

for ferforming each job with each size of truck ccnsidered.

A wage of

$1.50 per hour was added to the cost of operating e. privately owned
truck in each case.

The possibility of hiring a large truck and per-

mitting a small privately owned truck to stand idle was also considered.
It can be concluded that mnall trucks certainly have a place in
the operation of a farm or ranch and pEr haps to a limited extent in
commercial trucking.

Especially is this true Where few animals are

involved, where short hauls are requ ired, and where adverse road
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conditions exist.

l'lhere oondi tiona are favorable to tile operation of

large trucks and where there is enough work to warrant tile use of such
trucks, savings can be made thrwgh their use.
From a purely eccnCI!liO stsndpoin t there are probably many farm and
ranch situations in Utah 11hioh do not justify the ownership of a truck
for livestock

mar~ting

purposes.

If trucks are available for hire it

would be p;-ofi table for these ranch owners to hire their animals transported.

Such action would be profitable even in s orne oases where a

small truck is 0111led.

If a marketing job is large and a long distance

is involved, a large truck can perform the •orlc enougn more efficiently
than a small cne to make profitable the hiring of a lar ge truck.
Decisions pertaining to truck ownership and hiring alternatives must
be made individually for each ranch.
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